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Phasing out of the input tax refund (ITR) restrictions for large businesses

On October 25, 2017, Revenu Quebec issued an Interpretation and Administrative Bulletin,

10, Particulars regarding the phasing out of the ITR restrictions applicable to large businesses that are to

begin on January 1, 2018 (Bulletin)

ITR restrictions for large businesse

Bulletin is subject to the National Assembly passing a bill to implement the measures.

Current rules concerning restrictions of ITRs for large businesses

Large businesses1 cannot claim an ITR for Quebec Sales Tax (QST) paid in respect of the following goods

and services acquired in the course of their commercial activities:

 road vehicles of less than 3,000 kg that must be registered under the
on public highways;

 fuel (other than diesel fuel) used to power the engine of such a road vehicle;

 any property or service (improvement) relating to such a road vehicle
Quebec within 12 months after the vehicle was acquired or

 electricity, gas, combustibles or steam
intended for sale;

 telephone service and other telecommunication services
services; and

 food, beverages or entertainment

1Generally registrants that have taxable supplies (including associated persons) exceeding $10 million during
the immediately preceding fiscal year.
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Phasing out of the input tax refund (ITR) restrictions for large businesses

On October 25, 2017, Revenu Quebec issued an Interpretation and Administrative Bulletin,

, Particulars regarding the phasing out of the ITR restrictions applicable to large businesses that are to

(Bulletin). The document describes how the rules will apply concerning the

ITR restrictions for large businesses that will gradually be phased out, beginning January 1, 2018.

Bulletin is subject to the National Assembly passing a bill to implement the measures.

Current rules concerning restrictions of ITRs for large businesses

claim an ITR for Quebec Sales Tax (QST) paid in respect of the following goods

and services acquired in the course of their commercial activities:

of less than 3,000 kg that must be registered under the Highway Safety Code

used to power the engine of such a road vehicle;

any property or service (improvement) relating to such a road vehicle that is acquired or brought into
Quebec within 12 months after the vehicle was acquired or brought into Quebec.

electricity, gas, combustibles or steam used for a purpose other than to produce movable property

telephone service and other telecommunication services, except for 1-800 services and Internet

beverages or entertainment whose deductibility is limited under the Taxation Act

rally registrants that have taxable supplies (including associated persons) exceeding $10 million during
the immediately preceding fiscal year.

Phasing out of the input tax refund (ITR) restrictions for large businesses

On October 25, 2017, Revenu Quebec issued an Interpretation and Administrative Bulletin, TVQ.206.1-

, Particulars regarding the phasing out of the ITR restrictions applicable to large businesses that are to

The document describes how the rules will apply concerning the

s that will gradually be phased out, beginning January 1, 2018. The

Bulletin is subject to the National Assembly passing a bill to implement the measures.

claim an ITR for Quebec Sales Tax (QST) paid in respect of the following goods

Highway Safety Code to travel

that is acquired or brought into
brought into Quebec.

used for a purpose other than to produce movable property

800 services and Internet

Taxation Act (Quebec).

rally registrants that have taxable supplies (including associated persons) exceeding $10 million during



Changes to the ITR Restrictions rules for Large Businesses

Phase out rates: The Quebec Minister of Finance announced in the Budget Speech of March 26, 2015,
that it will be phasing out the ITR restrictions for large businesses for the above
services over a period of three years. The Bulletin provides the fol

 As of January 1, 2018: 25%

 As of January 1, 2019: 50%

 As of January 1, 2020: 75%

 As of January 1, 2021: 100%

Thus, QST that becomes payable on or after January 1, 2018, in respect of acquisition of property and

services covered by the restrictions can be included in calculating a large business’s ITR, at the rate of

25% in 2018, 50% in 2019, 75% in 2020, and 100%

Application of the changes to the ITR

While the Bulletin provides very detailed information on the rules that apply for the phasing out of the

ITR restrictions for large businesses, we set out below a few

changes.

Entitlement to an ITR The right to an ITR for the goods and services that are covered by the restrictions

will be determined based on the date when the QST becomes payable. For QST purposes, QST is

payable at the earlier of the date the consideration for the supply is paid and the date the payment

becomes due. The consideration for a supply is generally due based on the date of the invoice or the

date indicated in a written contract.

QST return No change was made to the QST return to indicate the additional ITR claim.

to apply these new rules, all applicants will include the additional ITR claim for the services and goods

subject to the ITR restrictions with the regular ITR.

Purchased passenger vehicles With respect to

ITR remains limited based on a value of

Leased road vehicles With respect to the road vehicles under a lease, only the QST paid for a lease

interval that begins on or after January 1, 2018 can be included in calculating an ITR by a large
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Changes to the ITR Restrictions rules for Large Businesses– Phase out beginning January 1, 2018:

The Quebec Minister of Finance announced in the Budget Speech of March 26, 2015,
that it will be phasing out the ITR restrictions for large businesses for the above-
services over a period of three years. The Bulletin provides the following phase out rates:

Thus, QST that becomes payable on or after January 1, 2018, in respect of acquisition of property and

services covered by the restrictions can be included in calculating a large business’s ITR, at the rate of

25% in 2018, 50% in 2019, 75% in 2020, and 100% in 2021 and subsequent years.

Application of the changes to the ITR Restriction Rules

While the Bulletin provides very detailed information on the rules that apply for the phasing out of the

ITR restrictions for large businesses, we set out below a few selected common rules that arise from these

The right to an ITR for the goods and services that are covered by the restrictions

will be determined based on the date when the QST becomes payable. For QST purposes, QST is

payable at the earlier of the date the consideration for the supply is paid and the date the payment

becomes due. The consideration for a supply is generally due based on the date of the invoice or the

date indicated in a written contract.

change was made to the QST return to indicate the additional ITR claim.

to apply these new rules, all applicants will include the additional ITR claim for the services and goods

subject to the ITR restrictions with the regular ITR.

With respect to passenger vehicles purchased for use as a capital asset

value of $30,000 (excluding GST and QST).

respect to the road vehicles under a lease, only the QST paid for a lease

interval that begins on or after January 1, 2018 can be included in calculating an ITR by a large

Phase out beginning January 1, 2018:

The Quebec Minister of Finance announced in the Budget Speech of March 26, 2015,
-mentioned goods and

lowing phase out rates:

Thus, QST that becomes payable on or after January 1, 2018, in respect of acquisition of property and

services covered by the restrictions can be included in calculating a large business’s ITR, at the rate of

in 2021 and subsequent years.

While the Bulletin provides very detailed information on the rules that apply for the phasing out of the

selected common rules that arise from these

The right to an ITR for the goods and services that are covered by the restrictions

will be determined based on the date when the QST becomes payable. For QST purposes, QST is

payable at the earlier of the date the consideration for the supply is paid and the date the payment

becomes due. The consideration for a supply is generally due based on the date of the invoice or the

change was made to the QST return to indicate the additional ITR claim. Thus, in order

to apply these new rules, all applicants will include the additional ITR claim for the services and goods

vehicles purchased for use as a capital asset, the

respect to the road vehicles under a lease, only the QST paid for a lease

interval that begins on or after January 1, 2018 can be included in calculating an ITR by a large business.



“Trade-in” credit for a used vehicle given in exchange

brings such a vehicle into Quebec, the value on which the tax must be calculated may be reduced under

certain conditions. The reduction in the value of the road vehicle corresponds to the credit granted by

the supplier for another road vehicle (hereinafter the “trade

consideration for the supply of the road vehicle acquired or

remain in effect through December 31, 2020, for any trade

due to the restrictions. Thus, the measure will not apply to any trade

can be claimed beginning in 2018.

Allowance Under the QST system, there is a presumption whereby an employer can claim an ITR equal

to 9.975/109.975 of the allowance given to an employee for taxable property and services acquired in

Quebec, or for use of a motor vehicle in Quebec.

However, that presumption does not apply to an allowance that relates to property or a service in respect

of which the person would not be entitled to claim an ITR due to the restrictions, if the person was a

registrant that acquired the property or service for consumption or use exclusively in the course of its

commercial activities.

For allowances paid on or after January 1, 2018, a large business will be eligible to claim an ITR of 25%,

50% or 75% of the tax the business is deem

paid.

Observations

Since the phase out of the ITR restrictions will allow large businesses to claim more ITRs than was

previously the case, large businesses claiming the ITR on goods and services sh

accounting records to support their claim.

place to implement these changes and this is especially important in the event of a QST audit.

In addition, large corporations plann

may want to consider delaying these purchases until a calendar year in which the ITR restrictions will be

partially (2018 to 2020) or fully reimbursed (2021 and after).

The attached Appendix provides selected examples of the new ITR rules for large businesses.

Should you have any questions or require additional information regarding these measures, your SLF

advisor would be pleased to assist you.
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in” credit for a used vehicle given in exchange Where a large business acquires a road vehicle or

brings such a vehicle into Quebec, the value on which the tax must be calculated may be reduced under

The reduction in the value of the road vehicle corresponds to the credit granted by

the supplier for another road vehicle (hereinafter the “trade-in”) accepted by the supplier in full or partial

consideration for the supply of the road vehicle acquired or brought into Quebec.

remain in effect through December 31, 2020, for any trade-in in respect of which no ITR can be claimed

Thus, the measure will not apply to any trade-in in respect of which a partial ITR

e claimed beginning in 2018.

Under the QST system, there is a presumption whereby an employer can claim an ITR equal

to 9.975/109.975 of the allowance given to an employee for taxable property and services acquired in

tor vehicle in Quebec.

However, that presumption does not apply to an allowance that relates to property or a service in respect

of which the person would not be entitled to claim an ITR due to the restrictions, if the person was a

ed the property or service for consumption or use exclusively in the course of its

For allowances paid on or after January 1, 2018, a large business will be eligible to claim an ITR of 25%,

50% or 75% of the tax the business is deemed to have paid, depending on the year the allowance is

Since the phase out of the ITR restrictions will allow large businesses to claim more ITRs than was

previously the case, large businesses claiming the ITR on goods and services sh

accounting records to support their claim. Accounting systems and cut-off controls will need to be in

place to implement these changes and this is especially important in the event of a QST audit.

In addition, large corporations planning future purchases of goods and services subject to ITR restrictions

may want to consider delaying these purchases until a calendar year in which the ITR restrictions will be

partially (2018 to 2020) or fully reimbursed (2021 and after).

The attached Appendix provides selected examples of the new ITR rules for large businesses.

Should you have any questions or require additional information regarding these measures, your SLF

advisor would be pleased to assist you.

Where a large business acquires a road vehicle or

brings such a vehicle into Quebec, the value on which the tax must be calculated may be reduced under

The reduction in the value of the road vehicle corresponds to the credit granted by

in”) accepted by the supplier in full or partial

brought into Quebec. This measure will

in in respect of which no ITR can be claimed

in in respect of which a partial ITR

Under the QST system, there is a presumption whereby an employer can claim an ITR equal

to 9.975/109.975 of the allowance given to an employee for taxable property and services acquired in

However, that presumption does not apply to an allowance that relates to property or a service in respect

of which the person would not be entitled to claim an ITR due to the restrictions, if the person was a

ed the property or service for consumption or use exclusively in the course of its

For allowances paid on or after January 1, 2018, a large business will be eligible to claim an ITR of 25%,

ed to have paid, depending on the year the allowance is

Since the phase out of the ITR restrictions will allow large businesses to claim more ITRs than was

previously the case, large businesses claiming the ITR on goods and services should keep detailed

off controls will need to be in

place to implement these changes and this is especially important in the event of a QST audit.

ing future purchases of goods and services subject to ITR restrictions

may want to consider delaying these purchases until a calendar year in which the ITR restrictions will be

The attached Appendix provides selected examples of the new ITR rules for large businesses.

Should you have any questions or require additional information regarding these measures, your SLF
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The information contained in this communication is intended solely to provide general guidance on matters of interest
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Appendix – Examples of the application of the new ITR rules for large businesses

Example #1- Calculation of ITR on telecommunication services subject to the ITR restriction

In December 2017, a large business

 If the invoice provided by the supplier for the December 2017 services is dated January 5th, 2018,
then the large business can claim an ITR with respect to the telecommunication services as follow

$25,000 x 9.975% x 25% (phase out rate for 2018) = $623

 Note, however, that only the services and goods that became payable (e.g., were invoiced) after
December 31, 2017 are subject to the phase out of the ITR restrictions.

Thus, if the invoice provided by the supplier is dated December 29th, 2017 and
5th, 2018, then the large business cannot claim an ITR with respect to this invoice.

Example #2- Purchase of a passenger vehicle subject to the ITR restrictions

If a passenger vehicle is purchased on January 29, 2018 for a sales p
of $50,000, then:

The QST paid on the purchase is:

However, the ITR that can be claimed by a large business on this purchase is:
$30,000 (maximum valuation allowed) x 9.975% (QST rate)

Example #3 – Leased passenger vehicle subject to the ITR restrictions

A large business leases a passenger vehicle for the period January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2019 (36
month lease) at lease payments of $900 per mon
follows:

 2017 - None. Only lease payments that became payable after December 31, 2017 are eligible to the
new phase out ITR rules

 2018 - $800/month (maximum allowed) x 9.975% (QST rate) x 25%
=$19.95/month

 2019 - $800/month (maximum allowed) x 9.975% (QST rate) x 50% (phase out rate)
=$39.90/month
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Examples of the application of the new ITR rules for large businesses

Calculation of ITR on telecommunication services subject to the ITR restriction

business is provided telecommunication services in the amount of $25,000.

If the invoice provided by the supplier for the December 2017 services is dated January 5th, 2018,
can claim an ITR with respect to the telecommunication services as follow

$25,000 x 9.975% x 25% (phase out rate for 2018) = $623.44

Note, however, that only the services and goods that became payable (e.g., were invoiced) after
December 31, 2017 are subject to the phase out of the ITR restrictions.

Thus, if the invoice provided by the supplier is dated December 29th, 2017 and will be paid on January
5th, 2018, then the large business cannot claim an ITR with respect to this invoice.

Purchase of a passenger vehicle subject to the ITR restrictions

If a passenger vehicle is purchased on January 29, 2018 for a sales price (before the application of taxes)

$50,000 x 9.975% = $4,987.50

However, the ITR that can be claimed by a large business on this purchase is:
$30,000 (maximum valuation allowed) x 9.975% (QST rate) x 25% (2018 phase out rate) = $748.13

Leased passenger vehicle subject to the ITR restrictions

A large business leases a passenger vehicle for the period January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2019 (36
month lease) at lease payments of $900 per month. The ITR that can be claimed by a large business is as

None. Only lease payments that became payable after December 31, 2017 are eligible to the

$800/month (maximum allowed) x 9.975% (QST rate) x 25%

$800/month (maximum allowed) x 9.975% (QST rate) x 50% (phase out rate)

Calculation of ITR on telecommunication services subject to the ITR restrictions

is provided telecommunication services in the amount of $25,000.

If the invoice provided by the supplier for the December 2017 services is dated January 5th, 2018,
can claim an ITR with respect to the telecommunication services as follows:

Note, however, that only the services and goods that became payable (e.g., were invoiced) after

will be paid on January
5th, 2018, then the large business cannot claim an ITR with respect to this invoice.

rice (before the application of taxes)

x 25% (2018 phase out rate) = $748.13

A large business leases a passenger vehicle for the period January 1, 2017 to December 31, 2019 (36
th. The ITR that can be claimed by a large business is as

None. Only lease payments that became payable after December 31, 2017 are eligible to the

$800/month (maximum allowed) x 9.975% (QST rate) x 25% (phase out rate)

$800/month (maximum allowed) x 9.975% (QST rate) x 50% (phase out rate)



Example #4 – “Trade-in” credit granted for a used vehicle given in exchange

2016 – Acquisition of Vehicle No.1 in respect of which the QST is paid

 No ITR claim allowed

 Fair market value of trade

2020 – Acquisition of Vehicle No.2

Sales price (before the application of the taxes):
Less: “Trade-in” value granted for Vehicle No.1:

Amount on which QST is applied

QST payable: $20,000 x 9.975% = $1,995

ITR claimable in 2020 : $1,995 x 75% (phase out rate) = $1,496.25

Example #5 – Allowance

On December 31, 2018, a large business
motor vehicle in Quebec the amount of $15,000. The 2018 ITR that the large business employer can
claim is:

$15,000 x 9.975/109.975 (factor) x 25% (phase out rate for 2018) = $340.13
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in” credit granted for a used vehicle given in exchange

Acquisition of Vehicle No.1 in respect of which the QST is paid

Fair market value of trade-in in 2020: $10,000

Acquisition of Vehicle No.2

Sales price (before the application of the taxes): $ 30,000
” value granted for Vehicle No.1: (10,000)

Amount on which QST is applied $ 20,000

QST payable: $20,000 x 9.975% = $1,995

ITR claimable in 2020 : $1,995 x 75% (phase out rate) = $1,496.25

On December 31, 2018, a large business employer pays an allowance to its employee for the use of a
motor vehicle in Quebec the amount of $15,000. The 2018 ITR that the large business employer can

$15,000 x 9.975/109.975 (factor) x 25% (phase out rate for 2018) = $340.13

employer pays an allowance to its employee for the use of a
motor vehicle in Quebec the amount of $15,000. The 2018 ITR that the large business employer can


